In this paper we continue the investigations, initiated in
Introduction
In this paper we continue the investigations, initiated in [5] , [i] , concerning the properties of solutions of mixed problems for some nonlinear hyperbolic equations with nonlinear boundary conditions. 1. Notation symbols and statement of the problem Let R = (-00,00), R + = (0,oo), r + =<o,«>), I =<0, 1> , where 1 £R + .
We consider functions u; 1 « R + -R f h 1 ,h 2 ,r,p: I -R t g.f^fgj R--R and operators ic,I: C 2 (I*R + )-•C°(I*R + ). k [u] , 1 [u] are values of operators £, 1 for the function U€.C 2 (I*R + ) (they are functions of class C°(I*R + ), the symbol f = E[u] may mean, e.g. the function f => = f(x,t,u,u x ,u t )) and k[u](x,t), I*[u](x,t) are their values at the point (x,t).
In the present paper we investigate the properties of solutions of the equationt and boundary conditions (BC) u x (0,t) = f^(u(0,t)), u x (l,t) = -f 2 (u(l,t)) for te.R + .
We assume that (IC) is compatible with (BC)
The boundary conditions (BC) in problems of vibrations of strings, plates etc. desoribe the elastic fixation with elasticity characteristics given by funotions f -jt f 2* We suppose that there exists a classical solution u=u(x,t) of the problem (1), (IC), (BC), defined on I*R + . There are many papers dealing with existenoe of solutions of nonlinear problems e.q. J.L. Lions [3j, K.K. Chudawierdijew [l], M.M. Gusejnow [2] . We shall investigate boundedness t exponential convergence to zero, stability and asymptotic stability of solutions of problem (1), (IC), (BC) in the norm max.
Let functions describing problem (1), (IC), (BC) satisfy conditions (2) ueC 2 (l*R + ), reC°(l), geC°(R), h.,e C 2 (l),
We make the following assumptions: A1. There exist constants K.J,K 2 such that for every ueC 2 (l x R + ) the following inequalities are satisfied
-590 - Prom A5, in virtue of continuity of g, it follows that g(0) = 0. Analogous remarks conoern functions f 1 , f 2 . It is easy to prove that the functions f^(v) = F^, i = 1,2, satisfy the assumption A6, where F-jjFgt R + . It means that results achieved in the present paper also cover linear boundary conditions.
2. Boundedneas of solutions of non-homogeneous equations Theorem 1. If assumptions A1-A6 hold, then a solution u = u(x,t) of the problem (1), (IC), (BC) is bounded within I* R + .
Proof.
Let U, e be arbitrary numbers such that
(4) 0 < £ < min
-591 -Let u = u(x,t) be an arbitrary solution of (1) with conditions (IC) and (BC). Let the function of Lapunov type for this solution be as follows
At first it will be proved, that if the assumption A3-A6 and conditions (3), (4) are satisfied then V(t) > 0 for t e R + .
Making use of Schwarz s inequality we obtain for (x,t) tlx R + 1 ^ u w (w,t) dwj 4 1j* uj(w,t) dw,
[u(l,t) -u(x,t)] 2 4 1 J 1 u 2 (w,t) dw.
Using the inequality ||A| -|B|| 4 ¡A -B| , which is true for any A.BER, from the above we get for (x,t)e.I*H
Using the inequality (A+BJ 2 4 2A 2 + 2B 2 which is true for every A.B&R, we have for (x,t) E I * R + x u 2 u,t) 4 21 f u 2 (w,t)dw + 2u 2 (0,t;.
Adding by sides the previous two inequalities and using assumption A6, we obtain for (x,t,)e.I*R + 1 u(o,t)
Taking A 1 s u(x,t), B 1 = u t (x,t), <f = w, in virtue the following inequality
which is true for every A^B^R and cfeR +> we get -593 -
Integrating the above inequality with respect to x from 0 to 1, we infer for teR + that
ng use of the inequality (10) we obtain the estimation for ttR + .
In virtue of A4 this estimation becomes
for t £ R . we obtain from the inequality (11) the estimation for t e R + V(t) > M1i (t).
In a similar, way we can obtain the estimation V(t) 4 MgfCt) for t &R +) where Mg = max 1 + £N, 1 + ^ , 1 + 2UP^P 1 » 1 + 21^2-P
In virtue of the definitions of e and M 1 we have 0 < M 1 < 1, and
The inequalities given above and the definition of M 2 imply inequalities 1 < M 2 < 2. Hence we have estimations (13) (t) 4 V(t) 4 2$(t) for t e R + .
In virtue of (2), the integrands in (5) are of the class C^ with respect to t and of the class G° with respect to x. Thus we may interchange integration and differentiation with respect to t. After differentiation of V(t) with respect to t we obtain for t 1 V(t)
[u t u u + pu x u xt + rg(u)u t + + £uu u j dx + + p(0) f 1 (a(0,t))tt t (0,t) + p(l) f 2 (u(l,t))u t (l,t). 
14) V(t)=J
,^a^(
Making use of Schwarz's inequality we get for teR + 1/2 1 pi /| V x.t) dx u|(x,t;dx
From the above and from assumptions A1-A4, (12), 1.14) it follows that for t 6. R + the following inequality holds
115; jf Iv^H^Vi v(t) *
Integrating the inequality (8) with respect to x from 0 to 1 we obtain u(o,t) f u 2 lx,t)dxó21 2 J' uj(w,t)dw +y t 1 (w)d* + "0 u(l,t)
Using Schwarz's inequality and assumptions A3, A4, (12), (13) From assumption A2 and estimations (15), (16) 
1/2
Taking iato account (10), (17) and A4-A6, from (14) we obtain for t eR.
Using assumptions A1-A4 we have for te R +
Taking the constant * = 3 2
' NP^. ' 2 ~ 4NF.P. ' 2 ~ 4-NF"P.
. 1 11 2 1.
-598 -and using (12), (13), (18) we obtain (19) V(t) 4 -2M 3 V(t) + H Vv(t') for t£R + .
(from definitions of U and t it follows that ll^ty. Thus, we can apply Lemma 1 from [4] and obtain
where (8), (15), (20) 3. Boundedness and exponential convergence to zero of the solutions of homogeneous equations Theorem 2.
If assumptions ¿1, A3-A 6 are satisfied, then a solution u = u(x,t) of the homogeneous equation (l[u] s 0) (1) with conditions (IC), (BC) is bounded and exponentially convergent to zero within in 1« R + uniformly with respect to x £ I.
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Proof.
Boundedness of u = u(x,t) follows from Theorem 1, as all its hypotheses are satisfied.
Exponential convergence to zero follows from the inequality (22) V(t) < -2M 3 V(t) for teR + .
We can obtain this inequality from (19) putting H = 0, because l[u] a 0.
The inequality (22) According to the definition of the stability we have to prove that for every 7 > 0 there exists A > 0 such that if ¡h 1 (x)|<A, Ih'^x)^^, |h 2 (x)|<A, then an arbitrary solution of problem (1), (BC), (IC) satisfies the inequality |u(x,t)| <9 for (x,t)e.I*R + .
If u = u(x,t) also converges to zero uniformly with respect to x I, then the solution is asymptotically stable. By assumptions A5, A6 and the definition (2i) we have A3. There exists a constant R^ e R + such that for every xeI we have r(x) 2 R-j.
A5. There exists a constant G^e R + such that for every v cR we have inequalities v v g(v)«s I g(w) dw £ G..V 2 .
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